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Intelligently Blend Your Connectivity Choices
Imagine moving your content anywhere in the world. Whether you’re a 

broadcaster or a programmer, success is about delivering your content 

to as many viewers, in as many ways, on as many devices as possible. 

With IronRoute, you can reliably transmit broadcast-quality video in 

real time using a media focused software defined solution that offers 

blended connectivity access to the cloud. Built for scalability, with 

IronRoute, you can reach cloud-based tools and applications needed 

for more effective management and transport of content across your 

network while assuring broadcast continuity for your business. Manage  

your current connectivity, content, and distribution while future-

proofing your needs of tomorrow.

Discover the Future of Video Distribution – Today 

Cloud Access  
Move your content reliably with the right  
cloud-based tools

Point to Multipoint  
Quickly, easily, and cost-effectively distribute content 
to network affiliates, group stations, or to other 
broadcasters and media organizations

Improved Connectivity 
Blend broadband, cellular (3G, 4G, 5G), and satellite  
connectivity to achieve the reliability you expect

Content Management  
Manage distribution from a web browser:  
drag, drop, and distribute

Benefits At-A-Glance
	Global 

Available virtually anywhere 
you need to be

	Flexible 
Bi-directionally move your 
content to multiple sites with 
greater agility and reliability

	Service Quality 
Priority routing with a CIR 
and low latency access

	Control 
Greater tools for content 
transport and management

	One Stop Shop 
One place for all your needs: 
procurement, management 
and billing

IronRoute for Media
A Revolution in Content Distribution



Contact Sales 
Africa 
+27 11-535-4700 
sales.africa@intelsat.com

Asia-Pacific 
+65 6572-5450 
sales.asiapacific@intelsat.com

Europe  
+44 20-3036-6700 
sales.europe@intelsat.com

Latin America & Caribbean 
+1 305-445-5536 
sales.lac@intelsat.com

Middle East & North Africa 
+971 4-390-1515 
sales.mena@intelsat.com

North America 
+1 703-559-6800 
sales.na@intelsat.com

www.intelsat.com
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The Intelsat and Dejero Partnership
Intelsat, a world leader in providing integrated satellite 
communications, and Dejero, an innovator in blending IP networks for 
video transport and internet connectivity, have partnered to make 
content contribution easy. This collaboration provides broadcasters 
with new ways to reliably and flexibly transport their live and recorded 
video content.

About Intelsat
As the foundational architects of satellite technology, Intelsat 
operates the largest, most advanced satellite fleet and connectivity 
infrastructure in the world. We apply our unparalleled expertise 
and global scale to reliably and seamlessly connect people, devices 
and networks in even the most challenging and remote locations. 
Transformation happens when businesses, governments and 
communities build a ubiquitous connected future through Intelsat’s 
next-generation global network and simplified managed services. 

At Intelsat, we turn possibilities into reality. Imagine Here,  
with us, at Intelsat.com.
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